
CHAPTER 21 NOTES THE KITE RUNNER

A summary of Chapters 20â€“21 in Khaled Hosseini's The Kite Runner. Learn exactly what happened in this chapter,
scene, or section of The Kite Runner and .

Mostly because the people behind the Taliban â€” the "real brains of the government" as Farid says â€” live
here  Active Themes The official throws starts throwing stones at the male prisoner until his head is a mangled
pulp, and then he moves on to the woman. There is no backing out. He also notices that he has needle marks
on his arms, just like the drug addicts Amir had seen living in the grimy alleys of San Francisco. Farid is
impatient for Amir to take a look and quickly leave the property, but Amir needs to go behind the house and
up the hill to the pomegranate tree. Finally, the fact that Sohrab hits Assef in his eye and blinds him is
symbolic. They reach the Wazir Akbar Khan district and the houses there are in better shape. That night they
stay at a dilapidated hotel. The woman is screaming uncontrollably. The field is just dirt, and the crowd is
careful not to cheer too loudly. He insists that what they have done is virtuous and good and for that reason,
very liberating. He first, however, has to suffer just as Hassan had by being beaten almost senseless by Assef.
Physically, both Baba's house and the pomegranate tree represent a world that has passed on. That past winter,
one child froze to death. The Talib agrees and Sohrab enters the room. Download it! Amir talks about the
overabundance of food and television, and then he and Farid tell old Afghan jokes. Then he heeds the horn
that Farid honks at him and goes back to the car. Assef has been blind emotionally to basic human compassion
and now he is blind in reality. A Taliban patrol of bearded men with guns in the back of a red pickup passes
by, and Amir stares at them. But Amir laughs, because for the first time since that summer of , he feels at
peace and healed. Amir holds his breath and then asks for the boy. Amir is surprised at how quickly the
meeting is arranged, but is determined to go despite his misgivings. Farid tells one of the Taliban nearby that
he has personal business with the official, and the official agrees to see them that afternoon. Shaving was one
of many illegal acts under the Taliban, which is why Amir bought a fake beard before entering the country. It
is not a jury or even a judge that pronounces the man and woman guilty, but a religious cleric, and the
punishment for a sexual sin is a violent, public death. The next day, Amir and Farid go to Ghazi Stadium to
find the man with the black sunglasses. According to the Taliban, a man who shaves his beard is committing a
sin, and they make it their job to punish any person caught sinning.


